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Preface
“Experiential learning” is one of the selling points of a YaleNUS College education. We entice prospective students with
Week 7 Learning Across Boundary (LAB) trips, in which first
year students take a week off from classes to tackle
interdisciplinary learning project topics with professors in
foreign countries or parts of Singapore. Sophomore and
junior year study abroad opportunities, mystery internships in
foreign countries, class field trips to Taiwan or Thailand, and
summer travel fellowships are some of the other hallmarks of
Yale-NUS.
While the specifics of Week 7 are unique to Yale-NUS, the
idea of “experiential learning,” learning outside of the
classroom through travel, extends beyond the College; many
other institutions encourage similar programs. All of this is
impressive and grandiose, but what is the true pedagogical
value of these projects? Flashy and exciting as they are to
students, professors, staff, and onlookers, it would be
irresponsible to presuppose that all experiential learning
works, and that travel alone allows students to grow and open
their minds.
In my own undergraduate experience at NYU Abu Dhabi, I
spent semesters in Abu Dhabi, New York, and Tel Aviv. I
took 3-week courses in Shanghai and London and my class
field trips went to Spain, Morocco, Oman, Jordan, Cyprus,
and India. “Why am I here and what am I getting out of
this?” are not questions that I asked on my first class field trip
when I stepped off the plane in India- I was way too excited
to be in a new country. However, by my sophomore year,
when I began to consider the intentions and takeaways from
each trip, it became clear they were not equally enrichingsometimes I could get back from a class field trip having
learned very little, and sometimes I felt like my world was
turned upside down and expanded.
So when Heidi Stalla asked me to help out with a Yale-NUS
Leadership LAB trip to Abu Dhabi about writing, art, and
notions of identity, I was excited to participate in and observe
her pedagogical style, as well as return to my home of the past
four years.
Our trip began in Abu Dhabi city. Students observed
traditional Emirati dress, Saluki dogs, and demonstrations of
pearl diving at the Qasr Al Hosn Festival, a UAE heritage and
culture festival. We took them to the Grand Mosque, where
they sketched and wrote. Many of them tasted hummus,
lebneh, warak eneb, and baba ganoush for the first time. They
met a carpet vendor who taught us all about prices, makes,
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and how to observe a carpet’s changing colors in different
lighting. At each step of the way we wrote about, sketched,
and discussed our experiences.
In our two days in the Liwa Desert at Art Hub, students
continued to use writing and visual art to make sense of the
new things they’d seen and the foreignness they’d felt that
week. Our host, Mr. Ahmed, who is featured in some of the
following essays, gave students time with his camel, his dune
buggies, and invited us to swim in his pool. Students explored
the dunes, created art projects, and on the plane home each
wrote a creative essay. These products form the contents of
this book!
In the end this was not just a trip to learn about the UAE.
Rather, Emirati culture in the city and the Liwa Desert were
entry points for students to consider how they travel and how
they construct their identities and personal histories. As such,
these essays are not researched in depth and might be
factually inaccurate at times, because you cannot go to Abu
Dhabi or any place, really, and say something definitively
about culture, economics, or history in just five days.
However, you can learn something about yourself. Through
writing, creating art, and having fun, these students did just
that. I saw them gain self-confidence and leadership skills that
I didn’t know could come from art, writing, and travel.
I believe it was the willingness of these twelve students to
share their thoughts and ideas with each other and the
professors’ commitment to crafting an introspective trip that
made this one of the most enriching educational trips I’ve
ever joined. This book compiles the art and writing of these
students, giving you a taste of what can happen when twelve
students are dropped in Abu Dhabi city, make their way to
the Liwa Desert, and try to make sense of the newness and
seeming absurdity around them.
Caroline Manela, Dean’s Fellow, Yale-NUS College
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Introduction
When presented with this opportunity to take a group of
students to Abu Dhabi we were thrilled. What better space
than Rub’ Al Khali, “The Empty Quarter,” to fill
imaginations? Having lived and worked there ourselves, we
both know from experience that there is nothing like the
detritus of the desert to inspire! But this Leadership LAB
(Learning Across Boundaries) was also exciting for us because
it gave us an opportunity to conduct further research into a
method we have called “form-shifting,” a process that was
first inspired by our shared interest in pedagogy and
composition.
Form-shifting challenges the mind to think outside of the
conventional interpretation of content and ideas by taking a
close look at the form of a chosen object or text, and then
identifying how to re-create this in a different genre or
medium. In short this method is an approach to
understanding the relationship between artist, culture, and
society by paying close attention to the creative process.
The intention of this LAB was to invite its participants to
think about questions of culture and identity by exposing
them to creative mediums that were unfamiliar to them. Our
hope was that by the end of the experience participants would
gain fresh perspective into their own lives and identities by
filtering their experiences through the unfamiliar. We asked
Rebecca Tannenbaum to come on board to add her expertise
in History to our theme and method.
We started the LAB in Singapore where we held a half-day
workshop that was focused on notions of family, culture,
history, and memory. Students were asked to bring family
photographs with them to the workshop. We spent time
talking informally about Emirati culture and Lest We Forget—a
vernacular photography project started by Emirati college
students under the guidance of Michele Bambling. We
compared the development of Lest We Forget to the depiction
of culture at the Peranakan Museum, which students had
visited in preparation for this workshop. We ended by asking
participants to share the stories behind their family
photographs through conversation and free writing, and then
showed them how to translate their photographs into a printmaking medium by way of linoleum cuts. These images were
printed onto the covers of LAB journals they carried with
them to the UAE.
The purpose of this workshop (and subsequent exercises
during the LAB) was to help students develop a method for
creation. We helped participants fuse our writing prompts,
!
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short intervals of introspective thought experiments, and
longer intervals of exploration, fun, and adventure into one
cohesive process of creation. Students walked, sketched,
talked and tasted—they exploded all of their senses and broke
down their inhibitions. They talked to Emirati peers,
comparing UAE’s history of 42 years to Singapore’s history
of 50 years. They ate new foods, explored mosques on every
corner, and traversed cobblestones and sand. They took bus
rides through the desert, barren except for electrical towers
that seem to carry power to lands unseen—or perhaps not yet
created. They swam in a pool made to look like a
moat. They ran up and down sand dunes, played with camels,
spent time at Liwa Art Hub—a desert retreat, and trekked
through the desert at sunrise.
The focus was never on perfection; instead this LAB was
about a means of getting at authenticity—at problems in their
purest form, and learning how to express ideas from many
different angles. The more unfamiliar the experience, the
more they pushed their own boundaries. We come from
environments today that demand allegiance to certain forms
and structures. Our intention was, for five days, to break the
mould so that students and professors alike could figure out
what was beneath the surface. Ultimately taking the students
to the desert was to take them to a place of shifting sands in
order for them to look with fresh perspective at their own
cultures and memories.

Professors Heidi Stalla, Yale-NUS College, and Diana
Chester, NYU Abu Dhabi
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Who are you right now
in this space:
How do you describe
your identity?
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Response to the Self
To define myself is to draw cracks in a concrete slab and
understand them as separate pieces,
I am the dust that is taken up by the desert winds and blown
by the tides of change;
The futility in trees that grasp at the wind that passes between
branches,
The curiosity of an astrologer that tries to make sense of the
constellations in the skies,
Caught between grasping and releasing,
I am that moment and all those moments in between;
Thinking that I am permanent and unchanging as stone,
But still at the mercy of greater forces and untamable hands;
A consciousness that extracts sentiments from reality,
Sometimes wondering if others perceive the same;
I am a breathing, wandering spirit ,
A thinking thing,
A walking thing,
A part of creation;
I am a part of the world and the world is a part of me,
Inextricable and artificial to sever,
I am but an accumulation of influences in a blip in history;
I am what I refuse to admit I merely am,
For this I strive to be more,
And reach towards what I perceive myself to be;
Emptied time and again in spirit, emotions and thought,
Refilled occasionally by pain and worry,
But more often with - hope, memories and the thirst to strive
again.
--Charlotte Wang
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--Charlotte Wang
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A Djinn is said to be a wandering spirit of the desert. It was
created at the same time as the Angels in heaven and
possesses free will. The djinn of my fears would be green - a
fluid green, like silken cloth , that catches light from different
angles spreads across the darkened edges of my mind. He
would be greedy and stealthy; pouring elixirs of fear down my
spine. My fear would feed his hunger and my anxiety would
be his enjoyment.
Casting unexplainable phenomena unto the unseen seems like
a rather common method of coping. It is to me like setting
clay into a mould, sculpting my fears into a tangible form that
I can battle with.
*****
My lids are heavy and my mind, dulled by flu induced
drowsiness. I am awakened by the light tapping of busy
fingers against keyboards. It resonates in my ears and tempts
me to write. I start writing, attempting to capture the fleeting
images of the desert skipping through my mind.
My mind’s eye sees moments of the past week in Abu Dhabi
– battling the cold morning wind in the desert and stealing
moments to take jump shots before hurrying ahead to find
the group. It watches the saluki run into the far reaching
distance of the desert, leaving a trail of tiny paw prints in the
sand that Mother Nature shortly sweeps up into its embrace,
swirling up into the air what was past and urging us to relish
the present. As I pause for a moment to feel – to replicate an
emotion that I felt then, I feel - fear - pulsing through my
veins. A crippling immobilizing paralysis that sinks into your
bones as you remember your small, tiny miniscule place in the
boundless desert. The Empty Quarter – miles extending into
endless dunes of sand. Where is my place there? I would be
no more than a small thistle bush that dotted the surface of
the rippled dunes. No, not even a thistle - a mere grain of
sand that grasps at the wind and clutches at the earth. It
frightened me, the prospect of being such a speck.
The fear crept up my bones when I fell behind the group and
faced nothing but sand around me. In those moments of
sheer panic, it was as if gravity was giving up on my frame,
surrendering my form to the heavens. The mind has its limits
in being able to tame the irrational body. That was how it felt
like to face one’s fears – standing at the edge of reason and
hoping that rationality is sufficient to appease your inner
demons, but knowing that it is not.
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Is this impossible to understand from the outside looking in?
Perhaps, words simply fall short of experiential sensations. As
I reach the top of the dune, my body freezes. I plead for help
for a hand, a pole – anything - that grounds me back to the
earth and eases the irrational terror. With lids tightly shut, I
hear the reassuring voices of my friends that tell me to stand.
There was no possibility of falling off a plateau they said. “It
doesn’t work that way!”, I huffed. Perhaps that barrier will
always exist between us and others. What do we rely on when
words fail?
Replicating an experience to another is not nearly impossible
as replicating it to oneself. The brain blunts the shock of
memories when it recollects them. Like a roll of film, you
experience life a frame at a time. You are urged forward as the
tape runs. The previous frame becomes obscured with the
indistinctiveness as the ones before it. As I type this now on
an airplane seat, I fail to react with the same horror of that
moment. The response is dulled by the consciousness that I
am indeed in a safe and rather airtight place.
As the winds of change coast along the axis of time, sweeping
us forward, we select the memories we want to take with us.
Some leave a larger imprint than others and some hardly leave
traces, like the saluki’s paw prints in the sand erased by the
desert winds. The mind filters perception, processing the
present with the lens of our complex past. Perhaps I have left
those moments of fear behind, with much relief of course.
Time pushed the willing me out of those frames. I always
escaped them for I never needed to capture or replicate them.
Then, I was forced to do so in words, twice now.
The first was in response to Virginia Woolf’s commentary on
how she reasoned her way out of those ‘shocks in time’ with
her pen. Words gave her supremacy over her unconscious.
Perhaps they would allow me to face my inner demons. Since
my mind failed to convince my instincts, perhaps words could
somehow. Perhaps words would force my mind to have a
dialogue with my body. Rationalising only ever involved the
mind – something my body hasn’t been very attentive to.
Words could stop them from talking past each other. As I
gripped on to my pen, etching each sentiment of frustration,
pain and fear onto white sheets, the visceral engaged with the
psychological. In that letter to myself, I sat by the crooked
ledge of the pool circling the Liwa Art Hub and wrote. I
wrote about how I was afraid of vastness, of isolation, of fear.
And this - this is the second time.
*****
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I came to Liwa late February 2015. I saw myself lost in dunes
of sand. I heard desert winds brush against the concrete-grass
slabs of the old fort and birds harmonizing with midday
prayers. I found a possibility to conquer my fears.

--Charlotte Wang
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A Page From My Notebook
(From previous page)... I suppose one of the things I’ve been
attempting to grapple with is if there is an identity to be
found at all. I mean, obviously I must be able to believe that
there is a physical difference between myself and someone
else. But as far as identity goes, I am not sure what
distinguishes me from the other person. Since every qualifier I
can think of can be found in someone borne of a different
landscape and circumstance than my own. So we are not
simply a product of circumstance, nor are we defined by
language, and I am running out of origins of identity.

Misplaced. Misguided. Missing the point.
Devouring a landscape, robbing it at point
Blank. With valves and electricity lines, they point
To human intrusion. Imposition. Dominating nature
When it should be left alone. Mystifying nature
That does not demand of us what we in our nature
Demand from it. We all strive for a space,
Yes, a space we can claim and call our own. Space
Where we can build ourselves jurisdiction over space.

Found Poetry
Hopeless to identify.
Lights a sort of nucleus,
Like a neuron in the brain.
Identity in the space,
Landscape a singular light in the vast world.
You are the transmission.
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Clicking, shuffling, breathing.
The sand ripples about
Almost silent;
Fearful silences with peace,
Endless horizon,
Terrifying and comforting.

-- Glen Kilian Koh Eng Kai
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-- Glen Kilian Koh Eng Kai
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Final Writing Assignment
I want to take this opportunity to talk about lines. I
have found lines to have this intriguing ability to be the
simplest form of art, yet convey such complex messages in
their simplicity. I would not consider lines to be minimalist
though, because it is far from minimal in their capabilities.
They are economical; you can make intricate patterns with
singular lines. Lines can be fluid and rigid, they can
encompass and they can expel. They create order; justifying
methods to the madness.
I preoccupied myself a lot with the lines and patterns
I observed in and around Abu Dhabi. Made attempts at
sketching them for myself, trying to recreate the mysticism in
my own notebook to keep, albeit with sketchy lines and
improper scales and dimensions. It was interesting to see just
how many different patterns there were in the city, and how
everything seemed to be in wondrous geometric shapes. From
the facade of buildings to the gathering areas of the locals to
interior decorations of malls to the natural lined patterns
formed in the sands of the desert, they were everywhere. And
I wondered briefly about why and how these geometrics came
to be.
Now, I am writing this having had the benefit of
discussing my thoughts with others outside the trip, and it
was my father who said something rather intriguing in
response to my musings: that in some ways “the look of the
nature surrounding a place, affects the way the place itself will
look like”. But I digress. I think back to the visit to the Sheikh Zayed Grand
Mosque, and one of the most eye-catching patterns that I had
observed there was of a stained glass of one of the windows.
!
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It was a dome-shaped panel, much like the silhouette of the
Mosque itself. In the middle it was a star, and then larger stars
that built around it in alternating fashion till it formed a
flower-like shape, the points of the different stars like the
petals of a blue flower, encompassed then wholly by a perfect
circle in green, which is in turn surrounded by a border of
more stars, translucent with a lace-like pattern. There are
these shard-like fractals of stained glass, and they make the
colours of this pattern. They look so random in their shape,
and the lines that divide them are just as chaotic, yet they fit
perfectly into the confines of the thicker lines of the larger
pattern of stars and flower petals.
I thought to myself that this was a wonderful
representation of human chaos, and how we can all have this
chaos and still fit into the larger picture. The lines that shape
the fractals like the confines of the human condition. Here
was merely a window in a huge building that had so many
more intricate and aesthetically beautiful floral designs, but
this was the pattern that captured my attention, and perhaps
that was enough for me. Because I thought about how much
peace seeing that pattern managed to give me, straight lines,
deliberately placed. I thought about the chaos within myself,
of all the stresses and the preoccupations that came with
student life, of roles and responsibilities and pressures of
‘reputation’. To empty the mind is difficult, to come to peace
with the chaos in one’s mind is difficult too. So I tried to
visualize a way in which the chaos could piece themselves,
just like the fractals of the stained glass, perfectly into a
segment of some larger picture, embrace the chaos and make
it something beautiful, and peaceful.
I wondered briefly if this is how the Muslims see
God. And I have to admit that in my ignorance I do not fully
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understand how the Islamic religion operates beyond their
daily/Friday prayers. And I am probably wrong, but maybe
what I see in these patterns could be likened to an idea of
God, whereby the chaos makes sense for once, everything in
its proper place.
I saw the way chaos is neutralized in the sands of the
Liwa Desert too. We were doing a trek through the Empty
Quarter when the man who owns the Liwa Art Hub, Mr
Ahmed, told us that our footprints would likely take 2 days to
fade away completely – he said it with such a cheery, matterof-fact tone, it was almost disconcerting. Soon enough, the
winds would come and the lines in the sand prior to our
intrusion would be restored. Each orange line in the brown
sand, perfectly parallel, I would imagine that the pattern
changes each time the lines are destroyed and reformed, but
to my untrained eye I could never tell.
I reflected on how transient and fleeting our presence
as humans is. One of the things most people, including
myself, hope to achieve at the end of living is to be
remembered, in some way, shape or form. This is why people
write, isn’t it? In part because they want at least some part of
their souls to be immortalized in words on a page, it is harder
to forget an idea expressed and put out there for the world to
preserve. We want to know if we manage to make an impact
on someone else, so at least while our physical selves fade
away, our legacy would still be passed on. Yet there in the
desert, in the vast expanse of sand, our presence lasts only till
the winds come and blow away the trace of our footprints,
replacing me with lined patterns. By now there is no trace of
my own steps, the ones I trudged through, short of breath, to
make in the trek through the Empty Quarter. I would not be
remembered.
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I noticed too, that all I heard at the time was the
sound of my peers, their voices, their steps, the clicks of their
camera shutters, as they made their own footprints. In small
moments I heard the silence, experienced for a brief while
what it would be like for the desert to be left as is, without
our intrusion. Miles and miles of untouched sand, I imagined
the sound of silence deafening me as the landscape consumed
me whole, left me lost. For a moment I felt so small, smaller
than the grains of sand that found itself between my toes and
in my hair from the giant pile of tiny grains I was standing on.
In that moment I found a frightening peace, terrifying and
comforting all the same, and endless horizon of lines in the
sand reminding me that what I felt and who I was is not the
end of what I could feel and what I would be. I realized then
that I was the chaos in this desert. And soon enough the lines
would come to reorder my chaos and everything would be in
its perfectly patterned place once again. I would not leave any
impression on this landscape, and I was okay with that,
because that was how it should be. My intrusion into
another’s peace should not be remembered.
What now, though? I am not like the lines I observe, I
do not bring about order I merely contribute to the chaos. My
existence is merely entropy. Am I meant to be okay with
simply being? What of my legacy then, to be one that accepts
chaos as my being? I should feel scared, perhaps, of oblivion,
that I am to merely be a blip in the vast expanse of this world,
every human who has ever lived and every human who ever
will. Much like a fractal in the stained glass or a grain of sand
in the desert, I would hope my existence and my chaos will
find its place in the grand pattern and contribute to the order,
to the lines in the sand. But is that special? If the desert were
to lose a single grain of sand, would it even make a
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difference? Honestly, who knows but the winds that carry the
grains of sand? Will my God make me a solace for someone
else? Perhaps there will another grain to replace me, and in its
capacity I will be remembered as the grain to replace.

--Glen Kilian Koh Eng Kai
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Free-write
First thoughts in the desert: They say people go to the desert
to find inner peace, to filter what is really theirs, to discover
their true identity. But then, I wonder: is our identity
something completely independent and personal, something
separate from society? What do I consider to be exclusively
mine? What makes me unique? My language, my memories,
my interactions with the others? But how would they exist if
you live in the desert alone for a long time? Then, I still
wonder: who the lost one is – the wandering man or the
wandering identity? Would you be able to extract yourself
from all the social influences and be the “real one”? Would
that person be the “real one” if we accept society is already a
part of your own self?
Erasure poem: People go to the desert. Find inner peace.
Filter their identity. Identity completely independent and
personal, separate. What ultimately mine? What unique?
Language and interaction define, but how you live alone? I
wonder. Who is the lost one – the wandering man or the
wandering identity? Would extract yourself and be the “real
one”? Would be the “real one” real if society is already part?
Wondering does not mean lost. Did not feel lost in the desert.
Felt lost in the city when try to figure out where I want to go.
On the cycle of form-shifting: Shift in the form, but not
shift of the identity. Explore different aspects of it, see
different perspectives, be the different eyes. Lost the silence,
but kept the voice. Lost the writing, but kept the poetry. Lost
the form, but kept shifting. Kept the identity. When words
became insufficient, not capable of capturing the real
meaning, the silence came in. So I became curious about
myself. I extracted myself from the real of the words to the
realm of the thoughts. Thought much freer, much more
dynamic, much more violent. When the silence became
boring, the voice brought up new questions, brought up new
answers from a different perspective. Where the ink was
excessive, the erasure poetry made obvious the unexpressed,
the underlying, the repressed.
-- Martin Mariov Vasev
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--Martin Mariov Vasev
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A cup of leben, a bucket of yoghurt
Monday, 4.34 pm. Liwa desert. Emptiness and unbearable
heat. I am in the desert. A school-organized LAB (Learning
Across Boundaries) trip has brought me to Abu Dhabi. I am
supposed to create a visual arts project, representing my
understanding of identity. I have been hesitating before an
empty bucket of yoghurt. Shall I add it to my piece?
Three days earlier. Friday, 1:20 pm. Abu Dhabi. The feeble
rays of the sunlight attempt to make their way through the
wooden structures, supporting the building. Numerous small
stalls sell a great a variety of products – from delicate fabrics
to camel milk chocolate and golden necklaces. The confused
murmur of voices mixes up with the scraping and tapping of
the cutlery in the restaurants. The heavy fragrance of incense
fills the air, along with the steam of unfamiliar dishes, which
whet the appetite. It is a bit warm, but not too much. The
people do not seem to be rushing for anywhere. Here, an old
man carefully examining the spices with an eye of a
connoisseur. There, a middle-aged chubby gentleman,
apparently a foreigner, impatiently sawing the air in his futile
attempts to order a Turkish coffee.
1:23 pm. My sight is caught by a young woman trying to calm
down her crying baby by gently whispering something in his
ears. “She is a local”, I decide quickly. She is wearing a veil. I
can only see her eyes. I have always found something
enigmatic in this practice. It leaves so much to your
imagination, and yet reveals the most important, the mirror of
the soul, the eyes. In fact, just as the city itself. Hidden behind
the veil of the sand storm, the city stubbornly refuses to
reveal its full beauty to me. I keep staring at the woman like
hypnotized. Our eyes meet for a short while. “She is happy”, I
read it in her eyes. She turns away her eyes and continues her
way.
1:27pm. I reach for my cup of leben. A beautifully-made cup
portends to be a great overture to a delicious feast of the
senses. As a big gulp of this magical elixir melts in my mouth,
a whirlwind of memories, emotions and images invade my
mind. A bony old woman. A face covered in wrinkles. A
toothless smile, conveying placidity and love. A moth-eaten
woolen dress. A faint voice whispering beseeching words.
Chapped hands feeding me with delicious yoghurt. The same
sour taste of fermented milk tickling pleasantly the palate. The
same consistent thick texture looking like the fresh blanket of
snow outside. The same distinctive smell.
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I am confused. How did this gulp of leben manage to teleport
through space and time? Is this leben the same as my
grandmother’s yoghurt? My mind, accustomed to always
providing analytical explanations, immediately generates two
hypotheses. I proceed to analyze the first one. My taste is
clearly lying to me. It is influenced by my desire to belong
somewhere, which distorts the perception. This is a normal
reaction of people in their first contact with foreign lands and
cultures. We, humans, have the tendency to subconsciously
personalize every unfamiliar experience. In our attempt to
internalize new images and perceptions, we attribute
extraneous characteristics to them. It is simple defense
mechanism – to put a make-up on the unknown and disguise
it as something familiar. This hypothesis frightens my mind,
makes my body shudder. I instinctively come up with
objections to this hypothesis in the form of questions. If this
is the case, how are we supposed to process correctly new
places, to perceive new impressions? Does it mean that we are
never able to peel off the subjective factor and grasp the true
identity of foreign cultures? And if Abu Dhabi resembles so
much my home, then how am I going to discover its essence?
And if my nationality is influencing me so much, how am I
going to find out my personal identity, my unique self? I
quickly decide to explore in detail the second hypothesis.
Maybe the senses are not lying to me. Maybe leben actually is
my grandmother’s yoghurt. The relative proximity between
UAE and Bulgaria has made the diffusion of flavors, cuisine
and traditions possible. In an interconnected world like ours,
all the borders are blurred. A conjecture is intuitively formed:
a lost tradesman brought the recipe of my grandmother’s
ancestors to UAE centuries ago. And then…the generations
simply preserved the secret of this ambrosia through the
years. Sounds plausible, but my mind is again not satisfied. If
indeed this leben is a manifestation of the diffusion of cultures,
then can we discover real identities? If everything is blurred,
what unique and distinctive remains? And are for real Bulgaria
and Abu Dhabi so similar? How is this possible? Bulgaria has
more than thirteen centuries of turbulent history and its
traditions resisted the 500 years of the Ottoman yoke. In
contrast, UAE is still wandering in the dark in pursuit of its
identity, counting with less than fifty years behind its back.
Then, what are the identities of these two places? How can I
discover them? None of the two hypotheses provide
conclusive evidence which can satisfy me. My mind is still
confused.
19 minutes ago. Monday, 4.15 pm. Liwa desert. Under the
scorching sun, the vast sand dunes look as if their grains were
made of gold. They are shimmering peacefully in the sunlight,
and only the wind is capable of waking them up from their
light sleep. As if at a Viennese ball, they dance gracefully in
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the air. When they get tired, they bow down and doze off
again. Nothing can disturb the desert. The mellifluous voices
of the birds echo back on the sands and fade away into the
emptiness. Once in a few hours, the Islamic prayer interrupts
the birds’ sweet songs and governs sound and space for a
little while. I cannot deny – there is something powerful,
something compelling and irresistible in the prayer songs.
When the desert falls into silence again, I find myself sitting
on the sand dune and looking around. The sky has never been
so blue, the sun never brighter, my vision – any clearer. UAE
has finally acquiesced to reveal its majesty to me. Some of the
veils have fallen. Literally. I have already met Yasmin, a young
student, at the Qasr al Hosn Festival. She has taken off her
burqa in order we to see her face, but also to share her story. I
have contemplated the whiteness of her skin, the softness of
her hair. She has told us about her fifty camels, seven dogs
and one falcon. They are the source of her joys and pleasures.
I have received an answer to the question which has been
bothering me – “Yes, I am happy”, she has said.
Now even UAE looks a bit more fathomable. I have already
tried to grasp bits and pieces of its identity. During the
Festival, I have realized that the struggle between past and
present, between tradition and modernity is an intrinsic part
of its charming nature. The rapid urban development of Abu
Dhabi is a result of the desire for quick progress of the
country whose eyes stare straight ahead into the future and do
not turn back to the past. At the same time, professors, artists
and professors try to slow down the process, to restore the
past, to create a collective national memory. I have
understood that perhaps this quest for answers and this
identity crisis are part of the country’s uniqueness and
distinctiveness. I have casted away the fears that Bulgaria and
UAE are similar…by accepting that they are similar in some
ways. I have observed this not only in the carpet shop, not
only while eating leben or talking to fellow countrymen at the
market. No matter how old the countries are, they are both
struggling to find their identities. Torn between the East and
the West, between preserving the past and embracing the
future, they are going through existential crises. And yes, in a
globalized world, the diffusion of cultures is inevitable,
irreversible. The strong nations, however, will be
distinguished by their treatment of the past, by their attitude
towards history. By holding on to the small grains of
tradition, the countries will be able to stand firm in the face of
rapid changes and globalization.
I get off the dune in order to finish my visual art project. I
reflect upon it, upon the bucket of yoghurt that I found in the
desert, upon my personal identity. It has always been
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annoying when my closest friends in college call me “the
Bulgarian” as if I do not have my own personality. For a long
time, I thought that I was embarrassed by my nationality and
all the stereotypes attached to it. I considered my national
identity an obstacle to discovering my personal identity, as
something externally and forcefully imposed on me. I was
worried about the negative connotations of the words
“Eastern European” and “Balkan”. I was reluctant to identify
with these categories, which made me uncomfortable. Abu
Dhabi, a place thousands of kilometers from Singapore and
from Bulgaria, helped me realize how tightly connected I am
to my culture. The yoghurt, the carpets, the two ladies at the
market, the poem which I instinctively wrote in Bulgarian.
Abu Dhabi is my breath of fresh air in the sultriness of the
desert, my fresh pair of eyes to look behind the veil. I realize
that I was not ashamed of my nationality; I was not annoyed
because of Bulgaria itself. I was irritated to be labeled, to be
regarded as a category when my character, ideas and
preferences have so much more to offer. The small portion of
Bulgarianness which I have inside me is an integral and
inseparable part of my own self.
4:35 pm. I reach for the bucket of yoghurt and decide to add
it to my visual art project. It is finally complete now. At last, I
feel relieved. My mind is satisfied.
!!
-- Martin Mariov Vasev
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No one guided me to myself
Even I am lost in the desert
Born in a gap between frantic smiling
seizing of time, this day
Born into a feasting room
adorned by indigo dye and red mesa earth
gifted with a pitch pipe for eyes
compelled by breath
a thirst for relevance
in love with the word ‘welcome’
skin fragile as rice paper
my world is my body and what I can hold on to
a memory that churns out meaning - stained
glass made beautiful by the varied weight of colors
sometimes, in the midst of wind, I forget to breathe
I am at war with time
not enough past tomorrow holds
language - the power to own a means of expression
I am sentimental
My language is mutating yarn
willing, wanting a place in every tapestry
I am negative space concerned with the shapes of absent things
unremarkable body
be in body
My curves, the dunes
shapeshifting static
to hold momentary presence
and let it slip away
with as much grace, or more

--Kei Franklin
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-- Kei Franklin
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The Desert Artist Kei
I am at the Qasr Al Hosn festival, listening to a presentation
by a professor of Urban Studies at Al Hosn University. He
and his group of students have gathered to tell us about their
most recent studio class - tracing the evolving DNA of urban
development in Abu Dhabi since the discovery of oil. The
professor is long-winded; he waves his hands to conjure the
words. One female student, with a raspberry-colored
headscarf and a sharp face, wants to add her thoughts. She
begins cutting in into his stream of words with elaborations,
or alternate conjectures. Sometimes he allows her space to
talk - but not without that half-smile of obvious perturbation,
one hand covering his mouth, a contrived nod to show he is
listening ‘intently.’ At other times, however, he continues
speaking, not keen on interruption. Their words flow
together, adjacent streams, bubbling and gurgling as they race
toward the sea.
flash
I am walking down Hamden street when I pass a man who is
holding a iPhone, naked in his hands. “iPhone 6! iPhone 6!
How much you want?” He wields the thing, somehow
vulnerable with its opal pink casing - pale like a shell, or a
baby’s belly. I decline and keep walking. He pursues me,
offering lower prices; I continue to walk. As soon as I pass
him - he is behind me now - I stop briefly to watch as he tries
his offer on an older man. Quite contrary to my reaction, the
older man places his hands on the man’s shoulders and begins
telling him something. He is calm, but loud. It is like watching
the first gentle scolding by father of son. The vendor squirms
uncomfortably, but the paternal patron keeps his grip strong
and his words coming. Eventually the two men part and I
continue walking.
In a word, I would call Abu Dhabi ‘contested’. It feels as if
there are too many people trying to live out too many
different lives, all in the confines of a few mega-blocks. Abu
Dhabi, as we understand it - we being all non-bedouin, nonpearl fishermen - is an infant city in a toddler country. Its
personality is forming; it is just learning language, and sorting
out its depth perception. This means, naturally, that it is up
for grabs. All who walk here are equally able and perhaps
equally responsible for playing a part in the formative years of
this child - collective parenthood. And indeed they do Yemenis, north Indians, Americans, Syrians, Moroccans,
Algerians, Bulgarians, Chinese, Philippinos, Indonesians,
Bangladeshis, Nigerians, Koreans, Iraqis, Emirates... all
carving out a niche for themselves - grabbing their favorite
instrument and improvising a harmony line; the haphazard
symphony of the city.
!
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Many moments during my time in Abu Dhabi I felt the
tension that comes with contested space. This is space which
is precious to each of its contenders because its emptiness
holds potential. This potential instills an urgency to self-assert
that I saw play out in many interactions. The professor and
student both wanted to be the expert on the urban DNA of
Abu Dhabi, and the patron wanted to tell the vendor how he
should live.
I was washing my hands in the public bathroom at the Qasr
Al Hosn festival next to a north Indian woman wearing a sari.
Two other women behind us had removed their abayas and
were chatting loudly. Just after drying her hands, the north
Indian woman paused for a moment and added her thoughts
to the strangers’ conversation before walking out the door.
I found these instances of self-assertion surprising. In
Singapore, a space with comparable diversity to Abu Dhabi, it
feels that this contestation is lacking because there is a general
understanding that someone has ownership over everything,
and thus that it is wiser to participate than to lead. In Abu
Dhabi, however, that central- owner figure is missing, and
thus the turf is open - fair game.
My own relationship with space is complicated. I would call
myself a highly spatially- dependent person, with chameleon
thoughts, fashion, humor, and accent. ‘Home’ is dancing on a
gust of wind somewhere between Taos (New Mexico),
eZulwini (Swaziland), and Singapore. Transitions are difficult
for me, because they feel like loss. I have to talk myself into
believing that spaces exist simultaneously, and that leaving
does not necessitate losing. My passport is American, I lived
in New Mexico for 10 formative years, I have a deep
connection to parts of western and southern Africa, I adore
the French language, and the dances of Latin America. I find
within myself a compulsion to assert my ownership over the
different spaces I call home. This urgency, perhaps
comparable to the Yemeni man telling me with an
unwavering smile that his honey was ‘the best in the world’,
comes from a desire to feel relevant; to feel control over a
space, to feel necessary. If we take part in defining something,
we can call it ours, it needs us in the way an infant needs a
parent.
With my quilted background, I have often been guilty of
assuming that my life journey is too unique for anyone else to
understand. Even as I write it, that assumption feels shameful
and leaves a bad taste in my mouth. I resent people with an
exceptionalist complex, and yet I find myself often feeling
‘different’ and in that difference, isolated. In Abu Dhabi, I
was confronted with the irony that many of the people I
encountered each day perhaps share this exceptionalist
!
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complex. We do not want to be labelled ‘third- culture kids’
or ‘migrant workers’ or ‘ex-patriates’. Those are reductive
categories, dismissive, simplified - an unfinished pencil sketch.
Each of us are working to understand the mosaic of our lives;
convincing ourselves of our worth, our place, and our
relevance to the many spaces through which we transit. We
attempt to assert control and ownership over these spaces,
hoping to validate our place in them. We are motivated to
make meaning by the possibility of wasted: time, thoughts,
relationships, lives. Ultimately, perhaps, we are motivated by
the deepest knowledge of our own mortality, and that sense
of urgency that ensues.
You might ask why I am making a distinction between people
- those who have lived in many places versus those who have
lived in one. Let me clarify: I believe that everyone wants to
feel special, relevant, needed. I also believe that very often
communities (be they as small as a nuclear family or as large
as a university) can provide that sense of place to their
members. In my experience, removing myself from a
community, as an act of will or because of circumstances, is
probably the most painful thing I have had to do. Issues of
loyalty, replacement, and betrayal crop up - grief, guilt, regret,
uncertainty, and apprehension ensue. And yet I, and so many
of us, again and again, choose to uproot and move, leaving
the communities that made us and building and joining new
ones. It seems that, for some, this uprooting is by necessity,
while for others it is an act of privilege, opportunity, or just
plain curiosity. Whatever the case may be, I firmly believe that
this uprooting, this space-shifting, has immensely powerful
effects on the body, on the psyche and on the heart. And, in
many ways, those who have never uprooted will likely struggle
to understand exactly what it implies.
Even if this uprooting is mostly an act of will (as it has been
for me) the mixed feelings that accompany it engender the act
with a feeling of powerlessness. Upon leaving my home, pet,
car, and relationship in Swaziland in order to start college in
Singapore, I felt that my decision, while my own, was
victimizing me somehow. I felt a lack of control over my
feelings, the feelings of the people I was leaving, and the new
circumstances that awaited me. Because I took the burden of
this choice to leave upon myself, I felt entirely responsible for
the consequences; I felt guilty and scared.
In the months leading up to this uprooting, I neglected to see
the many ways that I did not have control over my decision to
leave because, truthfully, I had not had control over so many
things up until that point: my parents decisions to raise me
between west Africa and the United States, my age, the
goodwill of family friends all over the world, a scholarship
which plunked me into southern Africa, impeccable timing
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and so many instances of serendipity and connection. Indeed
I believe that we, as humans, can and try to assert control
over many things - our choices, our memories, the layout of
our cities, the manners of our children. But we fail to
recognize the many aspects of our lives, circumstances, and
personalities that are crafted by externalities - by random
events, by mistakes, by other people, by timing.
On this trip to Abu Dhabi, I was reminded of something that
I have realized and re- realized many times throughout my
life, each time more poignant, resounding some metal part of
me ever closer to the core. On this trip, in the desert, I
remembered how my incessant attempts at control may
actually be taking me further and further from some larger
truth.
The desert is indifferent to our attempts at control. The
desert is vast and changing and ruthless and full of surprises.
The desert chooses to erase or preserve our footprints. In the
desert we stand on equal ground - no societal jewelry
glimmers brighter than the sand - there is space for all.
The desert leaves her fingerprint in the sand, ripples, never
the same one moment to the next. Indeed, even I am that
ephemeral; I wish to be that embracing of it. I wish to exist,
for those few splendid moments in perfect painful precision,
only to be destroyed by a clumsy gust or a camel hoof. I wish
to be that amorphous, to bend and scatter myself when the
wind wills it, trusting that pieces of me will converge again, or
not, but all the while basking in the chaos and union of it all.
The desert reveals a ‘simplicity of being’ because she simply
is.
Walking through the dunes reminded me of how full
‘experience’ can be. I hope to strive for that type of fullness in
experience that comes only with surrender. That experience
which can only be felt and heard and tasted, and not
predicted and judged and conjectured and analyzed. I do not
know how, but I want to keep close at hand that reminder of
aliveness which is stripped down only to itself. I want to live
in awe of the artist who paints ripples on the dunes and then
destroys them in the same breath. I want to create a desert in
my mind, a collection of resting thoughts, to remind myself
that integration is possible, and that control is an illusion. I
want to climb up the dunes every morning, and collapse into
a heap of heavy breathing - only breath and wind, breath and
wind.
Desert Trek: 8:30 am
An orb of milk and honey suspends over the Empty Quarter Just so - a
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pearl misplaced tossed into the sky and caught between breezes The sand
chatters its teeth thousands of rippling shivers Feet move quickly - the
urgency of the dawn Crest the lip of the dune all satisfying angles as
greyhound bounds into brass light A tribe, a chorus of flute voices
gathered for feasting, at the Edge Honeyed mouths and labna hands delight in the plenty of this morning

--Kei Franklin
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What did it feel like
to wander in the desert this
morning?
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Free write
I was at a loss for words most times. I remember trying to
verbalise my thoughts – to word how breathtaking I found
the scenery, the vast expanse of sand and sky, how I felt so
small amidst the millions of grains – but nothing seemed
sufficient. For a while, I was comfortable with this
inadequacy, telling myself that I had nothing to say because I
wouldn’t do it justice. But slowly I found myself struggling
with this insufficiency. Is it wrong to be unable to
comprehend something?

--Lynn Lee
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--Lynn Lee
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When sand shone
When I climbed my first sand dune in Liwa, I felt dizzy not
just from excitement and exhaustion but also from the
constant glimmer lingering in the sand and sky. I had been in
Abu Dhabi for two and a half days before entering Liwa, but
the city was vastly different from the desert. It was vastly
different from home too. Coming from the hot and humid
land of Singapore, I was conscious of the completely foreign
cold and dry mid-February desert. After a three-hour ride
from the skyscraped capital, we sank our feet into the wide
expanse of sand, sky and wind. I thought I had felt a little bit
of Liwa in Abu Dhabi city — I thought I saw the desert
sprawled before me when, under the influence of a history
crash course and when an unfortunate sandstorm entered
urban territory, I had imagined the towering buildings
replaced by howling wind and sand. Or maybe it was just the
sepia hues of my tinted sunglasses playing with my mind.
The place was cold and unlike anything I was used to. I was in
a place where ladies covered most of their faces and bodies
with black cloth and men wore blindingly white robes. But I
was prepared for this. Even before stepping on the plane out
of Singapore, I had mentally readied myself for a world of
difference. I was excited to encounter huge contradictions in
this unexplored Arab land I knew zilch about, and my home
country; I had already thought up a rough binary system for
the familiar and the foreign. What I did not expect, however,
was that nothing would be what I had expected.
I read desert stories growing up, like most children. We all
knew about the quintessential camel and cacti, the occasional
sandstorm and the fun fact that desert temperatures vary
massively in the day and night. But not everything I read in
those books held true. My first experience of having such
preconceived desert notions subverted was when the
sandstorm overturned the city on our first day. Against the
completely incongruous cityscape, my ideas of “sandstorm”
were thoroughly warped. City sandstorm was a whole new
world from what Aladdin had experienced in the desert: only
half the debris in the air is sand and the other half is limply
floating bits of rubbish, scraps of receipts and plastic too
heavy to fly as high as sand grains. Despite the sandstorm I
walked on, exploring Hamdan Street on my first morning.
People approached me — an Indian man walked up to me
displaying a brand new iPhone 6 in his hands, selling it at a
discounted price. Shop owners flanking their store entrances
invited me in. I felt plunged in surreality seeing throngs of
men – just men, most of the time — in unfamiliar garb
around and street side billboards advertising Taza Burger
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Combo and Kebab Sandwich Combo instead of the evercomforting McSpicy. I confronted the hazy skies and stares; I
formed neat categories of what I would see here and what I
would not see here, trying to concretise some sort of arbitrary
generalisation based on half an hour’s worth of observations
in the city — binary separation came easy in a country so
greatly different from my own. Stepping into the
unimaginable opulence of the Grand Mosque and the
elaborate Qasr Al-Hosn Festival which showcased vividly the
traditions and cultural practices of Emirati people, the road to
clear-cut classification was direct and paved with genuine
interest and curiosity. This active exoticisation did not stop
when we left the city. In the desert, I anxiously sought
evidence that might point me in some vague conclusion in my
carefully curated list of Arab- and/or Emirati- specific
behaviours.
Something did not feel quite right in my pilgrimage to
distinction. Was only the contrary worth attention and
memory? I imagined the distant and elemental in this
mysterious world of Arabs and carpets and hummus, but all I
felt was fluid and familiar. The eight-hour plane ride did not
really bring me to a land of the strange. Instead of finding
differences, I found similar kinds of different and even more
similarities themselves.
While marvelling at the glossy marble pillars and intricate
stained glass at the Grand Mosque, I found myself thinking
back to a familiar place of worship — the church. Prayer rugs
were not too different from church pews, Salat chants from
hymns. I felt a whimsical sense of connection with people I
saw who, like me at times distracted in church and on my
phone, were similarly wandering. At the mosque I took fancy
to a watermelon shaped stool. On it I noticed an abaya-clad
lady sitting on it using Snapchat the same way I do. At the
Qasr Al Hosn Festival I met Soumaya, a recent graduate of
Al-Hosn University. While chatting about her architectural
capstone proposal to convert the Al-Hosn palace into a
boutique hotel, we discussed beauty, design and the stresses
of project deadlines and submission. There I also spoke with
the dark-eyed Nawal, who had introduced me to the bizarre
concept of crushing up insects to create purple dye. I learned
that she was a university student too and found out from her
why Snapchat was so big here in Abu Dhabi — people did
not like Facebook much. And they were not as exotic as I
thought.
Here, dust covers the no-longer-shiny Ferrari, the lone
trotting pigeon and my eyelashes the same way droplets of
water cover shopping mall exteriors after the rain, the
bougainvillea in the morning and my forehead all day in
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sunny Singapore. Conditioned to believe in the ridiculous
binary between us and them, I had inadvertently denied myself
of true understanding. Because of my efforts to synthesise the
identity of Abu Dhabi as separate from Singapore, albeit
sincere, I had forgotten that binaries only exist because of a
commonality that binds. I did not truly know the UAE, and
when I tried to guess something about it to fit it into my
categorisation of what is Abu Dhabi and what is not, I had
come up with so many possibilities that it almost scared and
stopped me from getting to truly know it.
In a sandstorm the dust never bothered me until I realised it
was all around. It only seemed suffocating when I noticed it,
and like the self-imposed segregation between me and them, I
had never really paid attention to it until my throat was dry
and nose ran. Sometimes I was blinded by the myriad
differences between myself and someone from another
culture. When I was blinded by the sheen of millions of sand
particles reflecting sunlight, my vision was not obscured or
shielded — it was simply overwhelmed. And interestingly,
this blinding process revealed more than it hid. It was at once
strange and understandable that the closest and most relevant
of things never lived together — a contradiction yet a
congruent contrast at the same time.
Contradictions are an unexpected source of comfort — I
have learned of my need for disparity or binary points of
comparison when digesting a place and people. Yet false
contradictions are strikingly real and not always simply
pertaining to the exotic or the glamorous. Too frequently they
are poisonous and become hurtful misunderstandings. Take
the beliefs surrounding the Arab world, for example. I was
once a parishioner of that misconception, mindlessly digesting
tainted beliefs that the region is but a hub of terrorism and
violence.
I am more similar than different to a stranger, but why am I
fixated on what distinguishes us? I am not discounting
nuances that distill cultures, social groups and individuals —
subtleties that undeniably exist and with significant
implications. What I am particularising is the striking
sameness of the human condition for most of us. Jeanette
Winterson reflects on art and the self: “Art must resist
autobiography if it hopes to cross boundaries of class, culture
and sexuality.” The self seems inextricably linked to social
variables but perhaps how to get out of the self and into the
knowledge of delicate, artistic nuances is to shed the lens of
preconception and, ironically, see similar in the different.
Abu Dhabi is dotted with megamalls and hotels, but even
more desert of whispering grains is untouched. Despite the
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smallness of its grains, sand trumps building in this country.
Perhaps our similarities too, regardless of how minute or
scattered they are, outweigh our differences. What governs
my need to see the exotic and document a hotbed of
contradictions between places, people and experiences? I
often fall into the trap of easy juxtaposition between “me”
and “not me” in my attempt to understand, synthesise and
pre-empt identity. I walk in the sand, sometimes without
visible progress; I am dizzied by gleam above and below; I
never finish climbing every sand dune. After a while, who I
am does not seem directly in contrast with who I am not. And
perhaps this is what makes me me — while trying to reconcile
the hugely nebulous concept of identity and messing up at
some points, I have realised that sometimes I am less of what
I think I am and more of what I think I am not.

References:
1. Winterson, J. (1995). The Semiotics of Sex. In ART
OBJECTS: Essays on Ecstasy and
Effrontery. Alfred A. Knopf.

--Lynn Lee
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Lost
To be lost, lost in the vastness,
To lose all sense of direction,
Purpose, meaning.
What matters?
Fade into the wind, into the air.
Wander in the desert.
Feel something.
The wind howls.
Where am I?

-Daryl Yang
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--Daryl Yang
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How many grains make a desert?
What is an ocean but a multitude of drops? What is a desert
but a multitude of grains? What am I but a multitude of thoughts?
I am lost. All I see around me is the horizon that
stretches infinitely. There is no end, there was no beginning. I
see figures of what were my friends disappear into that
infinity, each now a grain of sand in the vast desert. I wonder
if to them, I too have become but a grain of sand. How many
grains make a desert?
I should feel anxious. Instead, I feel calm. This must
be the first time I am truly alone, with the nearest person too
far for me to hear even their thoughts. Yet I know I am not
alone. I am surrounded by the formless jinns of old that we
can no longer see or hear and I can feel them around me.
Their ghastly voices linger in the wind to comfort the lone
traveler in the desert with tales of the ancient prophets,
traders and pilgrims who braved the harsh desert to find God
and their life’s purpose. I am listening to these stories with my
soul.
There was an ancient lore about the Sphinx that a
traveller trying to find his way home stumbled upon in the
desert. Before he left in the direction of his village, she left
him a riddle, “A grain of sand is a desert, and a desert is a
grain of sand.” He wondered for a long time what the answer
was but he never realised he did not even know what the
question is.
The question. Who am I? I am a grain of sand. Yet, in
the emptiness of the desert, I am also the desert. The question
empties the world and there is nothing but the singular “I”.
The grain of sand becomes the desert. I am the body standing
on the cold sand in the desert, I am the consciousness of
where I am (lost in the desert), what I am (human, I think) ,
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how I am (cold, lost but calm); I am the voice narrating these
words to you. But, who am I? The question that cannot be
asked, the question that cannot be answered.
It is difficult to accept the desert’s indifference to my
presence and my existence. I press my foot into the sand and
a depression forms before sand quickly rolled down its side.
Within moments, it was but a vague blemish where my
footprint was. The desert is a perfectionist; the soft caress of
her winds quietly undo my careless marks. Time is on her side
for we are but grains in the sand, mere moments in time. She
is eternal, we are ephemeral. When was the first grain formed?
Arjuna looked into Krishna’s mouth for he wanted to
know the truths of the universe. In that dark chamber, he saw
time in its entirety, past, present and future rushing against
each other, beings at birth and at death trapped in the cycle of
life. He was awed into fear at the infinitude of things and our
insignificance in the larger order of the universe. He saw the
first grain of sand at its inception. As it expanded, he realised
the grain was the universe itself. There was no beginning,
there must be no end.
The end. I wonder where the boundaries of the desert
are. Who draws its limits? Thou shalt not pass. It is difficult to
imagine how far the desert stretches when its boundary is
marked by the yolk-like sun resting on the horizon. Moses
wandered forty years in the desert and died within sight of the
Promised Land. Perhaps that was what they meant by the
Promised Land, the land beyond the desert, the land in the
horizon where the sun lies. Moses could part the Red Sea but
he could not cross the desert. Can the desert ever be tamed
and conquered?
The waves in the sand on the endlessly shifting dunes
are crafted into perfect symmetry by the soft hands of the
desert wind, every crest and trough a mark of the mysterious
forces of nature that we can never begin to comprehend. We
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try so hard to imitate the works of nature yet she produces
such mesmerizing wonders without effort. We can move
mountains and quiet the raging river yet we will never tame
the desert. Like the jinn, the desert freely changes her form
and like the jinn, she can never be grasped, never subdued by
mere mortals. Watch her slip away quietly from your hand,
floating into the depths of the dunes, never to be found again.
Rub' al Khali. The Empty Quarter. There is nothing
to be found because there is nothing here. Yet I found my
self here, a grain of sand in the vast desert. In the city, the self
is defined by concrete and steel walls that divide between me
and you. I am a careful construction of others are not. I exist
only as the negation of what others are not. We can see what
others are and decide that we are not them. The eye can look
across the periphery at the world beyond the body it belongs
to but it cannot look inwardly at the soul and the self that
governs it. I see, therefore I am not what I see around me.
There can be no negation in the nothingness of the desert and
it is in this nothingness that I can exist as I am. In its
nothingness, the desert is everything there is. In the same
way, I can find myself as I am only in my solitude. Perhaps
the Empty Quarter is empty only to the empty soul that
cannot find itself anymore; it is him who is truly lost for he
has lost himself.
I am no longer lost. Rather I am found in the desert,
for one can be found only by first losing oneself. It was in the
cluttered city that I had lost myself for so long, lost among
the multitude of souls like a grain of sand in the desert. In the
desert, I am the only soul there is. In the city, we pretend that
we have conquered time as he runs around the face of the
clock on the wall tirelessly. How long have I wandered the
desert? There is no time except the rising and setting of the
sun in the distant horizon and it no longer matters to me
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anyway. My life is but a mere moment in the eternal story of
the grand universe.
In the city, towers of glass and steel offer my
reflection to me wherever I go. We see ourselves reflected in
the eyes of each other and forget to see each other. We
struggle to find ourselves in our own reflection, never
realising how futile it is to grasp at our shadows. We are lost
in so many ways in the city because we believe each of us is
unique, that we each have a special place and role in the larger
scheme of things. We lose ourselves in our journey to find
ourselves. It is not in the finding but the losing that we can
discover who we are.
I am found because I am lost. My insignificance
defines me. I will be forgotten in time, like my footprint
washed away by the enduring desert wind. We are each of us
but grains in the sand. Yet, at the same time, we are each of
us the desert and the grain, everything and nothing collapsed
into the shape of a human. I see the shapes of my friend
slowly emerging from the horizon. They must have returned
to find me, not realising that it was in their absence that I
found myself. Did I find myself in the desert or in myself?
What is a desert but a multitude of grains? What am I but a
multitude of thoughts?

-- Daryl Yang
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Where are we now:
what do you hear, see, and feel
in this space?
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He scribbles a note on a napkin, the sharp tip tearing apart
the delicate fibre. An address, perhaps, to the place where he
is to deliver this cryptogram. He folds it and slips it carefully
into the right pocket of his blouse. Ding! A businessman steps
out of the lift. He looks all freshened up and ready to meet
his client. The music slows to a halt. The barista stirs a glass
of freshly brewed tea and takes in its scent: lemon ginger. He
smiles, clearly pleased, then mutters something under his
breath. He speaks in a language intelligible only to the trained
ear. I hear the clanging of metallic cutlery against plates and
awkward conversations. More muffled sounds, and a tune
from the 90s. I am overwhelmed with nostalgia for a place I
have never visited, a longing for a person I have never met.
The morning stutters and shudders.

-- Mariel Amarise Chee Wei Lin
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-- Mariel Amarise Chee Wei Lin
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Shifting Sands
i.
All the green in the city sits on one shelf.
Into whose world have I stepped? The cars have lost their
shine. A layer of dust hangs lazily in the air, stubborn to
move. It swirls only on prompt, guarding the buildings and
people like easily decipherable wifi password. This morning’s
sandstorm has stained the glass windows. The cars have aged.
What about the people? Have they, too, lost their shine?
Close your eyes now. There is more to a place than what you
see. What about the sounds and smells? (The camera lens
fails.) Close your eyes to get information about the place. A
sonic representation of what is around you.
ii.
Leave the city.
Landscapes change, as streaks of the city get lost with
increasing proximity. The sand hangs, charged with inertia.
Patches of green sprout in irregularity. The desert feels more
like a desert as you drive through. The city you (did not)
know peels away, the sand gains a deep ochre yellow. How do
desert plants remain so green? Can I, too, be a forest in the
midst of bareness? Ride past the dunes. They are nature’s
pyramids, rounded at the edges.
She sits in the bus, scrolling through her list for songs that she did not
listen to on repeat for the past 7 years. They are few, almost none. The
thoughts keep coming back and, a pity, she cannot see another beautiful
place or building or sky or person without feeling that funny feeling in her
tummy, and have her heels set off to tell the story to someone she once felt
tenderly towards.
iii.
Enter the wilderness.
We built the city to facilitate our own living. Taxi cabs, food
shops, airports, traffic lights, convenience stores. An
infrastructure put in place to serve our needs. We are the gods
of our own hands. In the desert, however, I relinquish
control.
I am now walking on the face of the ocean. What is beneath
numbers aplenty, but neither my feet nor me knows. It knows
that there lies an oasis below. If I mine through the layers of
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hot and warm and cold and cold it will (and I know it will)
taste the source of life. By that time, I would have been
wholly submerged, the vibrations of my body becoming one
with the deep ringing of the sand. A lizard scurries across the
sand. It camouflages and, seeing you, dives into the golden
carpet.
I wished that I did not get so caught up with taking the
perfect shot and be so preoccupied with capturing the
moment that I lose it, let it slip right through my finger. Yet,
the photographs did show me isolation. Standing in the vast
expanse, feet pressed on sand, I think about how I am merely
one particle of sand in the vast desert. I come to pass away,
just like a blade of grass or a wild flower.
iv.
Solitude taught her solitude.
The desert is cooler than she had imagined it to be. How long more will
the pain remain? She is afraid of being alone because the memories that
have formed her now frighten her. How is it that a person can inflict so
much damage on another? She is afraid that it will come to her in the
middle of the night and taunt her for her loneliness. Back and forth, she
moves in time. How much further?
v.
I think about Jesus in the desert. Did he walk or did he sit
stone-still and pray? He probably walked, but without water
and food for forty days and forty nights, he must have been
tired. How would God feel in the vast expanse? God without
shade, with the sun He made scorching his back. "Did you
feel like Jesus of the Israelites?” He probably felt cold. Camels
can survive up to two weeks without food and water.
Fourteen days hardly compare to forty. I wonder what He
thought about. The weight of the world on His shoulders.
Did he sing to Himself in those forty days? Hum a tune that
humans made? Did He enjoy looking at the stars that He
made? Did He feel small?
vi.
“I have spent weeks in the desert, forgetting to look at the moon, he says,
as a married man may spend days never looking into the face of his wife.
These are not sins of omission but signs of pre-occupation.” - Michael
Ondaatje, The English Patient
They call Singapore a ‘cultural desert’, devoid of art. Yet,
artists and writers from all over retreat into the lonely space
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for the sole purpose of creating art. How does it make any
sense that I would come into the desert to find myself? Is the
desert not barren? Why do we find ourselves in emptiness?
Was I cynical, or just afraid? I wonder how often the dunes
change their shape. I am re-learning how to walk by sinking in
these dunes. The circular motion of the wind creates these
ripples on the surface. Tell me again, how is glass made from
these helpless grains? Teach me to make peace with clichés.
I wanted time to be silent, but it echoed my thoughts back to
me. I am only glad that it gave me a chance to turn outwards
and not be always thinking about the past. Let the past be in the
past.
I had a dream that I walked through the desert. I dreamt I
had breakfast on a magic carpet.
I did not come into the desert to find myself.
I came out of the city and into the desert to get out of myself.
vii.
The Empty Quarter
Dunes stacked on dunes stacked
on dawn pouring shadows wide, upon
sand seeping through my toes,
a fine ochre.
6am, he said, and he meant it.
I whistle, the howling of waves.
No shade but the wind.
No shade, but I: a shadow, walking on water.
God without shadeWhere is my land flowing with milk and honey?
You sink into the cold, no comfort of warmth,
your feet search for an oasis beneath.
City to the wild,
judgment into curiosity,
a stepping out: into self-forgetting.

-- Mariel Amarise Chee Wei Lin
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The Grand Mosque
Huge white domes on towers,
Elegant archways bend their backs
Over elaborate marble tiling.
A massive, royal structure
Ruling over hundreds, no, thousands
Of years.
No? Only ten? One decade looks
Like one hundred decades. I
Imagine kings worshipping here, traversing through
Desert to worship Allah in this place.
Floods of tourists wearing make-believe abayas from
Harry Potter’s closet.
Where are the Emiratis? This is their mosque!
Wasn’t this incredible holy fortress built for them?
It has been infiltrated by the foreigners who are
Oh-so-eager to put on an abaya and headscarf and
Oh look a perfect photo-op! New profile picture!
Oh… this is me. This is you. This is almost everyone here.
Selfie stick, group photos, never-ending stream of people
Starting and stopping as they find
The perfect angle.
Where is Allah? Where are His people?
Don’t sit down. Delete the picture.

--Jane Zhang
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The Carpet Garden
The center is a small, 8-petaled flower surrounded by petals
surrounded by pointier petals surrounded by a big flowery
circle. Along the edges of the circle spout off three-pronged
petals with popcorn clouds over them.
It’s a garden, a mish-mash of a million types of flowers in one
place. The secret garden. Unlock the door and the strands
come together to create a beautiful masterpiece of every fauna
imaginable. Swing, swing where childhood never leaves you in
the secret garden.
All from one. One to a million.
A rose by any other name would be just as sweet
Or something like that,
As the starfruit flower looks on.
A heart. Your heart. Your heart touching my heart
Through the thicket and flowers intermingled
Until they are one.
The yellow flowers with one blue petal.
One is not like the others
But the difference is so, so beautiful,
Can’t you see?
Standing out against the sea of voices
Saying that it is a mistake.
No, the blue petal must stay; it is all we have left.
--Jane Zhang
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--Jane Zhang
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Identity and Other Musings
The sun is warm on my cheek, my shoulder, and my
feet as I lie on the red velvet cushions on Mr. Ahmed’s lawn
while the heat thaws me from the inside, melting away the
frozen remnants of this morning’s stunning, but chilly, walk.
How could I have forgotten that it gets cold in the desert? Of
course, it was 50°F – not nearly as cold as the winters I had
grown up with in Wisconsin – this morning when Mr. Ahmed
led our group on the sunrise trek through the Empty Quarter
of the Liwa Desert, but a combination of being underdressed
and already having fallen ill turned the mild temperature into
bone-chilling cold for me. Despite the cold, I appreciated the
soft sand against my feet, the view of the vast, looming sand
dunes, and the separation from noise, buildings and chaos
which allowed me to truly think and reflect for the first time
in a long time.
When we first arrived in Abu Dhabi three days ago to
reflect on the concept of identity, the city struck me with
confusion: tall buildings awkwardly spaced out surrounded by
low shops, random alleyways, empty parking lots, people of
all ethnicities – Indian, Chinese, Bangladeshi, American – but
nearly no Emiratis in sight. As we wandered the superblock
around Hamdam Center, my eyes searched the people we
passed for the traditional Emirati dress that we had seen in
the airport, but I was only able to spot a couple of people. We
had been told to use our eyes like camera lenses, so I tried to
separate myself from what I saw, as to prevent myself from
casting preconceived ideas about the culture onto my
observations. Still, I could feel the tickle of assumptions
creeping into my head as I tried to objectively look at this city
which was completely foreign to me. This made me wonder,
to what extent do my preconceived notions and stereotypes
influence the way in which I observe my surroundings?
A Wiz Khalifa song blasts through the speakers of
Mr. Ahmed’s stereo system while his camel grazes on a tree at
the side of his yard. A miniature waterfall provides water for a
small moat which circles around to provide water for the
heated pool in the center of the yard. Farther in the distance,
some members of our group kick around a soccer ball while
some others take turns riding the red and blue ATVs around
Mr. Ahmed’s property. This is the side of the UAE that we
have not yet seen, the side of multi-millionaires who thrive on
their riches here in one of the wealthiest countries in the
world. It makes me wonder, though, is this culture really
unique to the UAE? Every country has its own rich members
of society who live in luxury, so is this so different? Maybe I
have gotten too much in the habit of assuming differences in
every culture I encounter, of drawing lines where they needn’t
be drawn.
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The first couple of days we had spent in Abu Dhabi
also revealed to me this habit of mine and had helped me to
answer my own question about my preconceptions. I had
come into this experience with the subconscious expectation
that everything would be unlike anything I had ever
experienced, that everyone would be different from me, that
their customs and religion was nothing like mine. All of my
observations had been viewed in this light; I wondered why I
didn’t see any women driving cars, why it seemed women did
not walk on the streets alone but rather always with a man or
a group of friends. I consider myself rather open-minded
about other religions, and even though I have never attributed
the Islamic faith in general or the wearing of a headscarf with
oppression, or so I thought, I found myself subconsciously
assuming that women had few rights in this country and that
gender relations were flawed, and as a result my observations
reflected my inner assumptions.
The first night, as we walked around the Qasr al Hosn
Festival surrounded by a sea of kandoras and abayas, I found
it difficult to identify with them, as we seemed to come from
such separate worlds. I was too intimidated to ask an Emirati
man if we could borrow a pillow for our group’s dinner table,
out of fear of being culturally offensive by speaking to a man.
However, later that evening, the same man approached our
table to give us a desert that his family was not going to eat.
We smiled and thanked him, and as he responded with a kind
smile and looked each of us in the eye, I began to wonder if I
had been wrong to jump to conclusions so quickly.
On the second night of the festival, some students
and a professor from a local university spoke with us about
the architecture of Abu Dhabi. After the presentation, a few
of us spoke with one of the university students named Heba,
an Armenian-Canadian student raised here in Abu Dhabi. As
we spoke with her, the conversation shifted from architecture
to the culture, and as she fielded our questions about living
here, abayas and hijabs, and women’s rights and explained
that the UAE is not like Saudi Arabia in terms of religious
conservativeness and that abayas and kandoras are often worn
more for cultural reasons than religious reasons, I realized
that we were more similar to her and the other girls from the
local university than we thought. She was just a year older
than me and wanted to become an urban planner. One of the
other girls asked us to follow her on Instagram, and as I saw
the students from the local university, male and female
together, talk and laugh with each other, I understood that I
had been wrong to make my assumptions about this culture
and its identity. Identity may be difficult to understand, but
one thing that is definitely true is that identity isn’t what other
people expect of you.
Once everyone is finished enjoying Mr. Ahmed’s
house, we head back to Art Hub and spend the remainder of
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the day resting, writing, making art, and reflecting. The next
day, we pile into the small bus with all of our luggage and
some of our art projects and bumpily make our way out of
the Liwa Desert and back to Abu Dhabi. As I step back into
the city that I have only known for two days, I am filled with
a sense of comfort that was not there before. I feel a
familiarity with the city and its people as I realize that while
there is indeed a uniqueness that deserves to be appreciated to
the fullest extent, there is also a commonality between this
place and its people, and me and my background, and this
realization is indeed a beautiful thing. Identity is a difficult
concept to think about, and it may be impossible to
completely grasp it, but we must start by seeing and
processing. We must come to realize that many times, there
are less things that separate us from one another than we
think; our identities often have many similarities that form
beautiful connections between us as humans.
--Jane Zhang
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Information centre at Qasr Al Hosn Festival
Once upon a time, there lived a girl whose father is a
fisherman. Every morning, she wakes up to the sound of
waves, looking at birds flying against the backdrop of an oasis
in the desert.
Blue against brown. Faded leaves covered with layers and
layers of sand. She imagines being a princess of the wealthy
king who owns the oasis, living in a castle filled with camels,
dates and carpets.
As she looks at her father and his fellow men fixing their nets,
she hears the prayer calls. Breathing in the scent of jasmine,
she walks over to her sanctuary barefooted, touching the sand
beneath her sole, caressing every particle as if she wants them
to feel the love she always wishes for, one she has never had.
-Chu Hsien
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-- Chu Hsien
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Her Desert Bed
Tucked in the left hand corner of the store, was a mattress. A
quarter of its breadth was folded, touching the cold greyish
stone floor. The edges of its tessellations were yellowish
white, an indicator of its age and its state of abandonment.
“What was its story?” she wondered. When that thought
came, she had a feeling that she would claim the mattress and
indeed she did.
She wanted to rip the mattress apart. She wanted to see what
was inside. After touching its clothed surface, she thought
that springs would be inside the mattress. After all, that was
what mattresses were made off, weren’t they?
This thought of ripping the exterior to discover the interior
had been weighing on her mind ever since she came to the
desert – the mysterious place where the past and present
collided.
“What past does tomorrow hold?” echoed the wind that
shifted grains of sand from one crease to another, one dune
to the next and one life to its death.
She saw herself in the battered mattress, existing strangely in a
peculiar store in the middle of the desert in Abu Dhabi. The
mattress however could be dissected; she felt envious of its
lack of life and lack of opaqueness that clutter the mattress’
identity. For whatever was inside would be what it contained,
nothing more and nothing less. On the other hand, she wasn’t
so sure about herself.
Using a pair of rusty scissors, she poked through the fabric of
the mattress and began tearing it apart. It was a tad slow and
difficult as the scissors was rusty so, she started using her
fingers instead. She was pleasantly surprised to discover that
instead of springs, the mattress was made up many colourful
pieces of sponges that came in different shapes and sizes. As
her eyes feasted on the colour, she concluded that the
sponges must have been recycled from other spongy objects.
Why else would anyone make such a colourful interior if it
were hidden beneath the surface?
Like the colours twinkling in the eyes of the Emirati womenfar from concealing their presence, the burqas accentuated
their veiled beauty. Like the exterior of the mattress, the
burqas and the black abaya facades seduced her thoughts with
endless questions about what was underneath them. As she
tore the mattress’ surface, she imagined herself unveiling her
own burqa, gently and purposefully at the same time.
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In her process of destruction, she found herself engaged in
the process of creation, much like a carpet weaver. Every rip
was intentional to create a pattern emanating from the middle,
like a sand pit eroded by the howling wind.
Taking an empty transparent glass bottle of whiskey, she
knocked it against the brownish mud-sand-clay-husk wall and
heard a certain tune of clarity. A smile formed on her face.
She found joy in hearing that sound, a sound so distinct that
bounced off one sand dune to the next amidst the omniscient
wind. It reminded that she was in the Empty Quarter, and
that the wind had always been there.
She just had to remember to remember its presence.
It was funny that she had to introduce a new sound to
remember what was always in the background all along. Her
shoulders shuddered as the desert wind swept chills down her
spine. If she could forget a sound so fundamental, couldn’t
she also forget the essence of herself? Maybe coming to the
desert was nature’s way of introducing a new sound into her
obscure soul.
On her third knock, she smashed the bottle into pieces. Very
nice, she felt. It was as if she had smashed her own identity
into fragments that were free to wander around on their own.
She felt something inside of her being released. Using her
fingers, she proceeded to pick up the pieces and stuck them
into the spaces between the pieces of sponges. She felt like an
Emirati king, crowning the mattress with sharp, latent and
powerful edges that reflected the sunlight from the heavens.
There was an undercurrent of fluidity as she gracefully stuck
the glass pieces into the mattress, piece by piece as if the
orientation mattered.
She was after all, alone in the middle of nowhere- in the
middle of the desert with the sand, wind and occasional
carcasses.
They were watching her. They were observing her every move
as she executed her performance. She was being in the
moment. She was living. She was performing for them and
herself. How did they find her performance? How did she
herself find her performance? Was it worth a standing
ovation? Did she get all her parts right? Did she hide her
flaws adequately so the audience, mainly herself, could not see
them?
The performance was so entangled with the awareness of her
performing that she could not separate it to tell fiction apart
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from reality. Her actress and audience persona were so
intricately intertwined and buried deep beneath her own
expansive unknown consciousness.
Gradually, just like the shifting of sand across the desert, her
thoughts shifted and took on another form. Another
performance? She wondered what it would be like to sleep on
this glass-crowned bed. With fragments piercing her flesh, it
would surely be painful and it might even take her life.
She found that thought not much different than her long and
arduous nights of soul-searching, where she had lost herself a
couple of times. It dawned on her that the sense of
familiarity with the desert stemmed from the personal
voyages to her imaginary desert on such nights.
She was used to wandering across the desert, not being
certain of where she was going. The destinations changed
sporadically depending on the stimuli she received: birds
chirping, mirages forming or nomads passing by. Like the
light that danced from one glass piece to the next, she was
being thrown around by life from one self to another. There
was no one oasis where she could stay put in. It was her
nature to be reflected, refracted and moved. She was cursed
with the beauty of being a kaleidoscope, an amalgamation of
ever-changing light reflections.
Her fluidity was disturbed by an insidious piercing. A small
shard of glass found its way into her flesh on her right toe. A
certain radius of red colouring increased in size on her toe as
she looked at it lackadaisically. On the mattress’ dangling
yellowish-white surface, she drew a question mark with her
toe.
A familiar sense of pain seeped into her consciousness. She
wondered why she was always being thrown around and
always looking to other sources for answers. Even the act of
introspection entailed her drawing hypothesis from a myriad
of memories composed of other people. Was there no one
solitary piece that reflected her actual self?
Maybe she was not looking hard enough. How could one ever
find something in the desert? Sometimes, life could not even
find its way out. Surrounded by daunting layers of dunes that
stretched over the horizon in all directions with no sign of
exit, one could only hope that the desert djinn would
eventually provide a route of escape. A dying soul might even
be satisfied with mirages as they at least provided a transient
sense of hope.
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A collection of mirages or a single unifying mirage- she
figured it did not matter that much. As long as she could
smell the fragrant freshness of hummus, taste sand particles
on her tongue, hear the crisp brittleness of pebbles, touch the
vanishing wind and see herself in the camel’s eye, it would
suffice.
-- Chu Hsien
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I came to Liwa late February
2015,
I saw _______,
I heard _________,
I felt ___________,
and I found ___________.
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I came to Liwa late February 2015. I saw mighty mountains of
sand that shifted effortlessly upon the call of the wind. I
heard the light and sweet chirping of birds conversing over
the sigh of the wind across the sand dunes, through the trees
and against my hair. I felt confusion, frustration, peace and
satisfaction thinking about this space, thinking about myself,
and thinking about thinking.
--Clarissa Leong
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--Clarissa Leong
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The Desert and I
As I walk down Hamdan street at 10am on a Friday
morning, I am struck by the towering skyscrapers, glass
windows and people nestled on what was once sand. It feels
surreal. I seek comfort in finding familiarity to ease myself
into this unfamiliar setting. I see the security cameras perched
atop the shop windows of Hamdan Centre, surveillancing the
sidewalk. Instantaneously, I think of the surveillance cameras
along Orchard Road and RC4 and wonder what these extra
pairs of eyes on the street say about trust or lack there of. I
spot Starbucks at the junction of Hamdan Street and ravel in
the familiarity of global culture. Observing these parallels
helps me better grasp this new and unfamiliar land as I seek
to maximize my time to embrace what Abu Dhabi offers me.
Then I notice the contradictions, Yemenese honey
shops, Lebanese restaurants and Syrian tea huts at each turn
of the corner. A migrant worker selling an iPhone 6 along the
pavement of a massive skyscraper. The contrast between the
white kandooras- ankle length white shirts that the men don
and the black abayas that cover almost every part of the
female body. These contradictions help me make sense of my
confusion over this new space. I frequently notice the
contradictions in people and places and try to resolve them in
my mind, but my thoughts often become a huge mess
resembling the sandstorm that happened on the first two
days. I yearn for some clarity on what Abu Dhabi is about
and what I want to get out of this experience, but find myself
still looking. Aimlessly. With no answers.
Art Hub in the Liwa desert is comfortably nestled
beside a steep sand dune, away from the road that runs
through the desert. For the first time, I stopped to listen.
Truly listen, without being interrupted by the thoughts that
often cloud my mind. The audible sounds in the desert are
countable, unlike the roar of the engine, exchange between a
shopkeeper and a customer, swish of dust being swept into a
dustpan or other sensory overloads that divided my attention
as I walked down Hamdan Street. I concentrate on the
sounds around me. I hear the birds chirping back and forth,
crisp, continuous, light hearted chirps as if engaged in a
conversation. Another set of chirping echoes in the
background. Occasionally, a light bump of the car horn
interrupts the melody. I like observing. But this time, my eyes
were closed yet I saw the beauty of the space through the
sounds. I felt a deep calmness in locating every sound and
mentally positioning myself in this space. While I have been
keenly aware of the contradictions around me, I somehow
overlooked this contradiction within my self. Although I seek
comfort in registering a visual representation of the space in
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my mind, this representation may not be the complete
picture, as what I choose to see or how my eyes see have been
tainted by my experiences, background and education. These
eyes that make deceptively innocent observations defining the
experiences I encounter with places and people. To make
sense of the world around me or within me, I need to first
understand this set of eyes that have been so essential in my
perception of the world.
These eyes that are guided by my identity, misguide
me to my identity. I sought comfort in experiencing Abu
Dhabi with my eyes. Yet the moment I stopped trying, I
started finding. These eyes almost remind me of the veils that
some of the Emirati women don alongside their black abayas.
The thin black cloth gently rests over the contours of the
face. Although the cloth is visibly less opaque than the
material of the abaya, the eyes, nose, and mouth are not
accessible to the viewer, although the lady behind the veil has
full view of what is on the other side. Like the veil, my eyes
are my layer of protection. While I am able to have a clear
vision of the things surrounding me, I realized that my eyes
almost act as a protective shield, allowing me to be detached
from what I see.
The desert somehow makes it hard for me to detach
in this way. Perhaps it is the silence that somehow engages
more of my senses. Through this silence, I am able to hear my
thoughts in greater clarity, and I feel more present in this
space. I am more aware of these thoughts, thoughts that
always seem to be lingering in my head. I wonder why scenes
of inequality, like the migrant worker selling an iPhone 6
along the pavement of a massive skyscraper speak to me. I
wonder why I feel so comfortable in the solitude of the
desert, sometimes more so than being surrounded by people.
I wonder why I am drawn to the idea of anonymity,
protection, curiosity and conservatism attached to the veil. In
this way, the silence confronts me to question my deepest
thoughts and think about what these say about me. My
inability to resolve these questions or find a common thread
running through them results in chaos in my mind, that the
silence only amplifies. I feel vulnerable relinquishing control
over my thoughts, when the forced silence makes me hear my
honest thoughts, not the ones packaged for myself or others.
In this honest confrontation, I fear I will not find answers but
more questions to who I am. However, as we sought to climb
up the steep sand dune on the first day, only to find ourselves
sinking deeper into the sand with each step and being pulled
backwards down the slope, I am again reminded that I am
human. The desert humbles me, because it reminds me that
strength also lies in being able to acknowledge weakness.
While there are certain questions that we may be able to
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resolve instantly, others might take more time, while some
others, like identity might entail a lifetime of continuous
searching.
As I set my bare feet on the cold sand at 7am, I cringe
at the thought of shivering through the morning desert trek at
the empty quarter. I imagine Bedouins trekking through the
sand mountains in search of a next spot to settle down for a
while. I remember the urban planning professor conducting
our workshop at the Qasr Al Hosn festival who shared that
only 42 years ago, Bedouins who once roamed the sand were
given brick villas to call home and concrete buildings to work
and study. Transitioning back from glass to sand, I feel
minute in comparison to the expansive sand dunes,
vulnerable when I think of my grandmother telling me half
jokingly not to wander off in the desert lest I get lost amidst
the sand dunes, never to be found again. My mind drifts off
to my mother and what she would think of the desert. In the
silence, I feel vulnerable because I am unable to distract
myself with the roar of the engine, exchange between a
shopkeeper and customer, swish of dust swept into a dustpan
and other sensory overloads in cities like Abu Dhabi and
Singapore. I hear the thoughts that always seem to linger in
my mind amidst the distractions of the spaces I inhabit.
Although the silence in the desert confronts me with the
noise of my thoughts, thoughts that I often push to the back
of my mind, the forced silence also builds strength in
acknowledging imperfection, and that I do not have to push
these difficult thoughts away. Even though I have not found
all the answers to my questions, I find solace in the silence of
the desert. For it is in this silence that I find myself
comfortable in my most vulnerable state.
--Clarissa Leong
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Erasure Poem
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May’s Free Write
Feb 23, 2015. 4.50pm.
The veil
on the women
daily, individually, in groups mostly
The veil
down the wide streets
the air a certain grainy dusty wall
No children, cars like dung beetles
wind and dust ripples on tarmac
The veil
in the tinted glass of the Arabia Taxis that ply the streets, slow
for a second,
then zoom off with renewed wind because
you don’t want a Taxi.
The veil
in the gaze of men, wary, watching, leering
I cannot gather what you make of the world or how you
choose to exist in it if you stand behind that opaque gaze.
The veil
of the city, asleep or indoor or hidden
I would be lying if I said I saw.
--May Tay
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--May Tay
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A Sojourn in the Desert
It is said, that in ancient times, the desert was where prophets
came and experienced visions—wild visions of humanity’s
past, present and future. Looking around at a landscape of
sand dune after sand dune, I think I believe that.
The desert has an alluring, mesmerising quality to it. Sand
dunes stretch on, seemingly to forever. Nearby, my classmates
appear as random dark specks on a uniformly light brown
sandscape. You climb one dune and you’ll want to conquer
another, and another, Kei said. It’s like a metaphor for life. I
pause scaling dunes and sit down, feeling the sand sinking my
feet and dissolving through gaps between my fingers. The
sand is a grainy sparkle of brown, black, cream. Just how
many years it took for the universe to make this much sand, I
can barely fathom. I feel goosebumps thinking that maybe I
am touching sand that has existed since the beginning of time.
I am used to landscapes that are discrete, scenes with clear
edges, starting and ending points. What does it mean for the
desert to radiate so endlessly into the horizon? Close to
ground, the wind is an invisible swirl of sand that smooths
tracks in its wake. My shallow finger drawing fades
immediately. Now this dune looks the same as before, as the
dune next to it, as the dunes I passed an hour ago. If the
desert were a person, he would be a wizened gypsy who
nobody knows anything about, except that in those dark eyes
of one just might detect a hint—of fantastic stories of
adventure, of the incredible tales of men and women who
once traversed this land, of great storms of sand or rain, of
stars that have glimmered and now disappeared. Whatever
happens, the desert keeps one stoic unblinking face to the sun
and stays a paradoxical canvas, vulnerable and enduring at
once. Buildings may topple sooner than a trough in the sand
is made, but no wind will restore toppled concrete in ten years
than it will a dent in the desert in one day.
Following the group, I trail behind the lone camel, led by a
leash held by one of Mr Ahmet’s staff. I have this flashback
of Nora telling us about the 50 camels her family keeps as
pets. She lets them out at 10am, and the herd returns almost
without fail at 7pm in the evening. Camels are free spirits, you
cannot keep them indoors. It seems the only way camels can
be domesticated is if they are left free. At this point I swear
there is something about the desert confers a paradoxical
quality to its inhabitants. Yesterday Mariel said something as
we were clamouring up the dunes: It’s funny how Singapore is
described as a cultural desert, but people here come all the
way to the Liwa Desert to make art. Another paradox. The
desert sure knows how to confuse a person. Or perhaps the
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desert is waiting for us to come round to seeing that
paradoxes are an essential quality of life, merely manipulated
to appear linear in everyday life for convenience’s sake and to
keep human existential anxieties at bay. There are many paths
to finding ourselves, and many of us prefer to do so by
eliminating options that seem less feasible. The desert doesn’t
do that. It is irrevocably permeable to every single thing. It
will be everything.
Leaving the desert, I look out of the bus window at
undulating dunes on both sides of the road. From afar the
desert looks like a bulbous monstrosity, not land as we
conceive of it--land that man can traverse and manipulate as a
resource--but land already complete in and of itself. Defiant
shacks speck the landscape, as do some shrubs and palm
trees. A camel on a leash in a yard rears its head, it yearns for
the herd we passed some miles ago. Watching swirling pools
of sand by the roadside, I become curious. How do humans
know to found civilization exactly here, in the middle of
nowhere, amidst this sea of identical sand dunes? Are they
not afraid the desert will erode each day’s work once they
falter and fall asleep at night? When will the next great wind
arrive to smooth out this fortress of cement, concrete and
wire? At the end of it all, I don’t want to become just a speck
in a gypsy’s eye.
--May Tay
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My favourite free-write is also my erasure poetry
May and I climb right to the edge. We spend a minute in
silence. There is no fear there, only the feeling that we’ve
somehow conquered the desert, overlooking an expanse of
history and wilderness so pure that my heart can barely stand
it. I think about God – the might of His creation, I think
about the prophets, the way they’ve spent so many years and
so much time in these kinds of places, the effect of which is
how the pen invariably bleeds desert tropes into religious
writing. Suddenly a sharp pain overtakes my back, it’s the
titanium. I lie down on the incline of the dune, taking in how
soft the sand is, how divinely magical the place looks, sounds,
feels, is.
We are civilisation away from civilisation, struggling so hard
to put into words, to mine meaning out of this experience.
We are lucky beyond words, this is a vacation for us, a writing
trip, and all we do in the desert is take pictures of the views,
of ourselves, of camels and hunting dogs. In its entire history
of existence, the place has never quite had visitors like us. We
are a paradise of comforts set against the paradise of nature;
we are the future, forever juxtaposed so bizarrely to the
eternal past.
--Yan Lin Ho
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--Yan Lin Ho
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Ren, ren, ren (

)

The generator in the overhead projector turns, churns,
groans while I am in urgent anticipation in the dark room – it
is old and rusted, but it works. On the freckled wall ahead of
me a small rectangle of yellow light spills from the mirror and
concaved glass; the projector is an eye unto itself. What does
it see and what does it show? What is left on the glass and
what reflects on the wall? I use sand and stick and finger and
brush, dragging outlines of sand dunes into sand itself on
projector glass. Sometimes it appears on the wall, but mostly
it doesn’t. Sometimes a new dune pushes sand onto an old
dune and replaces it. Frustrated, I keep adding dunes – this
art is shit – they don’t look like dunes at all, and the more I
add the angrier the dunes get. They just look like an arbitrary
series of lines. I scratch more lines into the sand. Now sand is
pushed almost squarely around, and dunes no longer appear
on the wall.
X
We were told to go barefoot, cloistered feet meeting
the snow-like sand for the first time; you think you’ll never
make it. I envisioned my toes stained by the blue-purple dye
of frostbite, gangrenous to the touch and threatening to fall
off. After awhile, concerns about the temperature melt away,
and I focus on movement. How the sand makes me
conscious of the weight of my steps. It reminds me of
memory foam, moulds to me somehow, and I am aware of
the traces I leave behind. Don’t step too hard, don’t land with
too much force, you might just fall in. All I am standing on,
for metres and metres beneath, is this powdery stuff. If I keep
digging I am certain I will find nothing but the white-hot
mantle of the earth beaming through the dust. I turn back and
my footprints are there, plain and clear. I was here. Even a
ninja would find it hard to sneak in and defy detection, at
least not until the wind comes and restores the wrinkles of the
desert, its perfect, untouched blemish. Land softly and try to
reduce impact, or you may trigger a single grain of sand - one
that pushes another, and another, snowballing into an
avalanche of sand that forever scars the pristine face of the
desert.
X
Language can break the cycle of time. Every word
keeps getting written over by itself; we have to use what was
to make what is and what is to be. Even words themselves
change their meanings a hundred times over in the course of
their existence and yet we use and read them like they have
any timeless, authentic meaning tied intrinsically to them.
!
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What is my mother tongue? If we knew about the violence
and war behind things as arbitrary as the cartographical
borders of nation-states, would we still want to or dare to
hold onto these so-called national identities?
X
The wind is unapologetic – it rages, but there is a
romantic quality to being cold. The swooping, sand-speckled
winds cause abayas to billow, the women like black yachts
nudged in the direction of the mosque. My own borrowed
dress hangs askew off my shoulders, it smells a little of
someone else – its previous temporary wearer, perhaps. I feel
a type of solidarity with so many women head to toe in black,
and most of them tourists. We the fairer sex, clothed in black,
are the ones who tempt, who seduce with our heady scents,
our silks and lace. Underneath my abaya I’m in all shades of
pink, white, purple; another borrowed dress, but this one is
chiffon, with beautiful flowers dotting the length of the skirt.
The woman at the abaya borrowing station takes one look at
me and announces, ‘your dress is transparent’. She hands me
the longest abaya they have.
What is it about being see-through? What does it
mean to be transparent? In this culture, it seems as though
‘translucent’ doesn’t exist as a word. Perhaps it is a lexical gap
in a culture of men in white and women in black. As much as
I do not want to be critical of the culture, and am only a 20year old ignorant traveller, I find it curious that women have
to wear all black to cover what is beneath. The ability to see
even the slightest trace under your clothes may be taken as
transparency. But translucency, of course, exists very much in
the collective consciousness, in the gossamer-like subtlety of
the culture, somewhere beneath the surface that I nearly miss
it at first.
Now I see it in the way women find means around
the plainness of the abaya, adorning it with flawless makeup,
sequins and glitter. In the unexpectedly gentle way men and
boys here do their gun and sword wielding dance, in the
somewhat uncooked but generously herb-and-spiced food,
the appetisers, pomegranate, mint leaves in different dips and
sauces. On a recent trip to a Western style restaurant with my
Chinese grandmother, I was chided for ordering a salad
because all the vegetables were raw and thus indicative to her
of poor workmanship and laziness. Hakka cooking rarely
features raw vegetables; everything must be cooked, roasted
or at least fermented. In its own way it too is very black and
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white about things – vegetables are either cooked or
uncooked, sheng or shu1, yin or yang.
X
Her hijab is grey; it dances in the wind and dust. It’s
almost hard to keep my eyes open but I really want to observe
her as she makes her way down this narrow back alley.
Everyone talks about the headdresses here, full of questions.
We tend to be drawn to the things that are deliberately kept
from us, conspicuously inconspicuous. In other parts of the
world today women are fighting for topfreedom, and yet
others are contesting school bans on jeggings and yoga pants.
We want to find out more about the controversy in NYUAbu Dhabi because it seemed hushed during our visit to the
school, and I can’t seem to get out of my mind the
whitewashed feeling I had about the public’s political voice in
this country. How do they really feel about the fact that the
buildings have changed so rapidly? The Qasr Al Hosn festival
is nostalgia layered with a muted aching for the past – all this
wasn’t so long ago but it sure looks like it from a taxi ride
around the city.
X
There is an uncertain quality about the sand, it’s too
malleable, I take one step up a dune and its wishy-washiness
sets me half a step back. Lactic acid builds up very quickly in
my calves to overcome this delay. I pile more and more sand
on the projector glass, determined to recreate the desert. My
dunes ebb and flow, the fluidity of the sand must somehow
be incorporated into the art. Brushstrokes flutter over the
sand while I learn to keep my eyes on the wall. Suddenly I feel
the complexity that lies within the material, the sand itself. I
begin to compromise on the strokes, slow down, pay
attention to the shapes and the shadows. To be honest it
looks a little like the Chinese character ren2 written over and
over.
Ren, ren, ren. Person, person, person.
Maybe this seemingly arbitrary series of lines isn’t so
arbitrary at all.

--Yan Lin Ho
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sheng ( ): uncooked, or shu
2
Ren ( ): person/people
1
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): cooked.

Djinn Stories
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The Camel and the Djinn
There once was a djinn who lived in the desert.
A shape shifter she was,
one moment,
the wind,
other moments,
the sand, the footprints, or any
creature in the desert.
But her most natural state was the glimmer in the sand
reflected by every single particle of sand -- light that bounced
off the vast surface area of grains.
She spent her days roaming the desert, creating sand dunes,
etching delicate patterns into the sand.
Time wasn’t a factor for her,
for she could,
spend years,
perfecting one crease,
one line,
to her heart’s delight.
She really liked shapeshifting into different creatures, but one
of her favourite things to change into was a camel, for she
admired its majestic stature and cheeky smile.
In her camel form,
one day,
an encounter.
Another camel,
quickly grew to friendship.
In their camel language,
they shared many moments,
treading from one sand dune to the next,
catching endless sunsets and sunrises,
poking cacti for fun,
trod,trod,trod,
they conquered the desert.
She saw a little bit of herself in her friend -- She learnt how to
feel each grain of sand beneath her hood and each ray of
sunlight on her eyebrows.
She knew she was happy, but she also knew that in order to
stay in her shapeshifted form she needed the power she got
from feeding on the morning mist over the desert. There had
been no mist for weeks, and she realized that she would not
be able to maintain her shapeshifted form for much longer.
How could she bear to break
the happy grin on her friend’s face?
After all,
she couldn’t remain by
her friend’s side forever,
In this beautiful friendship,
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somewhat ,
somewhere,
along the lines,
she had forgotten that,
they,
were fundamentally different.
One day she woke up with the sun especially blinding. Then
she realised that she too had become especially blinding.
Her camel friend, waking up to a lonely desert, wandered
grief-stricken looking for the djinn.
There was no way,
the djinn could have conveyed,
her grief to the camel,
for she was,
in such a state that,
shifting back was,
impossible,
she tried hard though,
by being the wind that,
brought a bit of cool air
to her friend’s evaporated…
tears,
by being the sand that,
lifted up her friend,
each hoof,
she was with,
the camel.
She found it difficult to separate herself from her friend. And
when her friend finally breathed its last, she found it even
harder.
Today, she creates footprints and wipes them away when she
realizes her plight is hopeless.
The djinn goes around,
marking each sand particle,
that has been touched by a living soul.
A transient living soul.
And when they die,
the transient body is dusted with grains that she collected.
-- Jane Zhang, Chu Hsien, and Lynn Lee
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Zohra and her Jinn
Every person has a soul, comprised of two parts - yin and
yang, male and female. When a soul is born, these two
partitions split. One takes a human form and the other takes a
Jinn form. Thus, each human has a Jinn and each Jinn has a
human. The two complete each other if they are able to find
union.
Once upon a time, there was a girl named Zohra. Zohra had
three brothers. Throughout her life she felt inadequate when
compared to her brothers - although her intuition was
stronger than theirs, she was sheltered, and cautious about her
pursuing her ambitions. She felt frustrated by and jealous of
her brothers and the unequal opportunities they enjoyed.
One day, Zohra was walking past a carpet shop. Just outside
the sop window she felt an overwhelming sense of deja vu.
Struck by this resounding familiarity, she walked inside the
shop, and found herself drawn to a dusty carpet rolled up in
the corner. She approached the shop owner and asked to see
the carpet. He gladly obliged her and brushed the dust off the
carpet and rolled it out for her to see.
The carpet was mystical in beauty. With colors of sea-foam
green, turquoise, and burnt orange - endless tessellating
diamonds radiating outwards from a focal point, growing
larger and larger towards the edges of the piece.
As Zohra stared, mesmerized by the patterns and colors, the
shop-owner watched her. Never had he seen someone with
such an affinity for this carpet. Indeed, it had been rolled up
in that same corner for years. On an impulse, the shop-owner
decided to give Zohra the carpet for free. She was elated.
Once home, Zohra sat with the carpet, still speechless in the
presence of its beauty. A voice spoke to her. He told her that
he was, indeed, her Jinn. Her Jinn explained how she had
succeeded in the ultimate mission of life by finding her Jinn.
From this point on he would be her guide, helping her to
learn to embrace the ‘Jinn-side’ of her, to pursue the things
she had always wanted to do, and to become braver and more
assertive.
Over the next few years, the Jinn stayed with Zohra ad helped
her to become more independent and confident. She learned,
from the Jinn, to balance the two sides of her soul - intuitive
and impulsive, yin and yang, male and female.
After these years of transformation and growth, Zohra
decided to make a journey to the desert in order to learn the
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ways of the prophet and to reflect on her development. As
she sat on the crest of the golden dunes, Zohra felt an
immense happiness - a readiness to confront the world, to
surrender herself to what may come.
The Jinn watched her as she sat and, with sadness, he realized
what he had to do. He told Zohra that the time had come for
him to go. He explained that when a human finally finds
balance and harmony between the two partitions of their soul
- when they embody the qualities of their Jinn and attain this
enlightenment of balance - their Jinn must take its leave. He
explained how he must return into the Jinn Kingdom in the
‘Empty Quarter’ - the region of the desert which is far from
empty but is rather the home of millions of Jinns, invisible to
the human eye.
Zohra felt scared and sad. She asked the Jinn not to go but
knew, at the same moment, that he must. They shared a tearfilled departure and one last evening together - joyfully
recounting the tales of their companionship. As Zohra fell
gently asleep beneath the blanket of sparkling stars, the Jinn
began to move slowly away from her, looking back often at
Zohra.
Zohra felt the growing absence of her Jinn - but with it, a
growing wholeness. She realized, that she know longer
needed the Jinn to be complete. She had lost him but found
herself.
--Daryl Yang, May Tay, and Kei Franklin
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Solomon’s Jinn
Ages and ages went by and Solomon was pleased by the Jinn’s
obeisance and his undertaking of the tasks Solomon asked of
him. On his deathbed, Solomon decided that he needed a way
to pass the Jinn down to his eldest son.
“My good and faithful servant – what would please you the
most?”
The Jinn thought about this and recalled the beautiful prayer
lamps he saw during religion ceremonies. His heart craved the
oil lamp as much as he did jewels – light burning from the
lamp, a flickering ruby in the temple.
“I would like a lamp, Sir. Put me in a lamp, so I may learn the
greatest lessons on all the Earth and under the Heavens.”
And so Solomon struck out his most powerful ring, still
adorned on his finger, and commanded the Jinn into the
lamp.
Generations passed, and the lamp was passed down from
descendant to descendant. Until one day a Grand Vizier from
the Urbya tribe usurped the throne. His name was Ahkmad
Aud. Whispers were heard in the servant’s quarters of his
wicked ways and cruel tactics. For decades on, he stole
precious jewels from the commoners and taxed greatly for his
own indulgence. He held decadent banquets with jeweled
silverware and lavished his 700 concubines with beautiful
jewels, handcrafted by the Jinn. The people starved and the
royal treasury was slowly sapped of its riches.
The poor Jinn was overworked and disappointed with what
the use of his craftsmanship was doing to the people. He
hated that his work fed the greed of the Grand Vizier.
“I am greatly disappointed with the Grand Vizier,” cried the
Jinn, “He is not worthy of my loyalty which I had bestowed
upon King Solomon and his throne of the past. I am sure that
if King Solomon was alive and well today, he would be sorely
disappointed with the Grand Vizier, the abuse of the people,
and the my own abuse. Surely, he would have granted me
liberation!”
The Grand Vizier had overheard the cries of the Jinn and
became determined to be rid of the Jinn before his own
reputation could be tarnished. So he took the Jinn in his oil
lamp, and tossed it into the desert, where no one would find
him and the Jinn would not make contact with anyone. There
in the desert, the Jinn stayed in his lamp, till one day, the
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winds of Allah rubbed his lamp and he was finally released
from his jeweled prison.
Alas, now wandering the desert, the Jinn was unable to find
more jewels to subsist on. And so the Jinn remains in the
desert to this day, endlessly searching in the vast expense of
sand for some direction.
-- Glen Kilian Koh Eng Kai, Charlotte Wang, and Yan Lin
Ho
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The Angel and Djinn
Now listen all those who have ears to hear, to the tale of the
Angel and the Djinn.
There was once an angel sent to guard a group of travellers in
the desert. The travelers were in sore need of protection, for
they had fallen from the sky after a journey from a far land
across two seas. The travellers had come to seek knowledge
in the desert as many before them had done. The angel had a
difficult time of it, for the travellers fell ill, and stumbled, and
cut themselves, and they did not speak the language.
The angel, like all angels, could only do the will of God. And
so the angel followed behind the travellers, guiding them in
their journey and protecting them from themselves, and from
all the dangers that they did not realize were dangers. But
the angel was discontent.
The angel, like all angels, had a set of magnificent wings. The
wings had feathers of silver and gold and peacock green, and
each feather was outlined in crimson flame. But the wings
were useless. They spread at the word of God, and folded at
the word of god, but could not lift the angel into the air. The
wings dragged behind the angel, a waxen, useless burden.
The angel knew that discontent was contrary to the will of
god, and so went ever forward, guarding the travellers with
the sword of the seraphim, and trying not to look deep into
the heart.
One day, the travellers stopped at an oasis. Near the oasis
was an abandoned fort, and in the fort there lived a djinn.
The djinn made herself invisible and visited each traveller in
turn, looking into their secret hearts to find what was there.
The djinn knew each traveller inside and out, better than they
knew themselves, and so granted each one the dangerous gift
of knowing where they had come from, and where they were
going, and who they were when they were alone in the desert.
When the djinn came to the angel she was intrigued. “Here is
a tasty morsel for me,” she said. And she made herself
visible, rising in a whirlwind of sand and casting shadows over
the walls of the fort. She spun and cackled and rubbed her
hands together with glee at the thought of granting an angel’s
secret wish. When she took form, it was as a woman robed
and masked, but with a sparkle in her dark eyes. On the wall,
the djinn’s shadow shifted and flickered, changing shape from
a woman, to a falcon, to a prancing horse, and back again.
“Greetings cousin,” said the djinn to the angel.
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“Begone demon!” said the angel, drawing the sword of the
seraphim. “I am the guardian of these travellers, and I will not
suffer you to do them harm.”
“Cousin, you insult me! I mean these people no harm—well,
only the pain that can come from self knowledge, and that
pain comes from within each traveler and not from me. I
have come for you, to grant you the secret wish of your
heart.”
“I am an angel and can only do the will of god. I have no
secret wish.”
“Perhaps that is the secret. But I taste a desire within you,
even if you do not know it yourself. Give me a feather from
your wings.”
And without knowing why, the angel plucked a golden feather
and gave it to the djinn. The djinn took a handful of her
shadow and wrapped the feather in it, and so fashioned a
dove, an put the angel’s soul into it. The angel spread the
dove’s wings, as she had so often spread her angel’s wings in
the courts of heaven. God’s will was still in her, but now
there was something else too, something built of shadow and
feathers and desert sand. Then the wind took her, and she
flew into the open sky, singing with all the joy in her wild,
wild heart.
And the djinn did a whirling dance of pure joy, and some of
the sand raised by the dance fell on the travellers, who woke
smiling without knowing why. The travellers returned to their
land beyond two seas, wiser and happier because they knew
the secrets of their own hearts.
--Rebecca Tannenbaum
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